Join our Team!

BE OUR TREE MILLING & SALVAGED LUMBER PROCESSOR.

**Position Summary:** Work with incoming salvaged materials and prepare it for reuse by de-nailing, stacking, and cutting lumber. Assist the Tree Milling Manager with cutting, organizing, and documentation of milled tree slabs and assist the Processing Lead with organization of the lumber yard. This is a full time position, 35-40 hours per week.

**Schedule:** Monday-Friday, 8:45am - 5:15pm. Work location at the Re-use Hawaiʻi Redistribution Center (200 Keawe Street).

**Compensation:**
- Position pays $14 per hour (through Kupu Aina Corps program)
- Medical insurance (through Kupu Aina Corps program)
- $200 material credit at Re-use Hawaiʻi

**Position Responsibilities:**
- De-nail lumber using hand tools or pneumatic tools.
- Stack, cut, and organize processed lumber.
- Help manage and organize material.
- Assist Tree Milling Manager with milling and manipulation of milled slabs.
- Provide excellent customer service.
- Take proper care of the organization's tools and equipment.
- Help maintain a safe, clean, and orderly lumber yard by coordinating and cooperating with Processing Lead.
- Participate in daily safety meetings.

**Qualifications:**
- Some construction background and experience.
- Experience using hand and power tools.
- Ability to work in all outdoor elements and conditions
- Attention to detail and safety and excellent communication skills
- Commitment to reducing waste and providing the community with an affordable building material resource
- Ability to work as a collaborative team member
- Enjoy physically demanding work
- Ability to wear a hard hat, safety glasses, steel toed and soled boots, gloves, ear protection, and respirator when required.
- Ability to lift 60+lbs throughout the work day and have the ability to perform intense and repetitive physical work and conduct repeated movement, including bending, standing, walking, prying, stooping, carrying, and other related tasks.
- Entry level position - no preference on education level.

Site Terrain/Environment:
- Work site will get dusty and hot (especially during summer months), but fans and air conditioning is provided in certain work areas. Terrain around the Redistribution Center is bumpy and may have trip hazards in some areas. May have to work with minimal shade coverage sometimes.

Supervision/Training Provided:
- Will receive all necessary training needed for the position
- Mentorship provided by our Tree Milling Manager, Oahu Redistribution Center Manager, and Processing Lead.
- Will be trained on proper use of power and pneumatic tools, building material identification, tree species type identification, proper displaying and merchandising of processed materials, use of Lucas saw mill, and how to prep milled slabs for sale.
- Will gain building material knowledge, collaboration skills, and experience with hand tools and power tools.
- Will provide forklift training and certification, hazard communication training, hand tool and power tool training, fire extinguisher training, ladder safety training, chainsaw training, and Lucas saw mill training.

Learn more about our organization and how we serve the community through our work at: reusehawaii.org
For more information about the Kupu Aina Corps program, visit: www.kupuhawaii.org/aina/